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IWEPNM: Electronic Properties of Novel Materials
Dear IWEPNM presenters,
We cordially invite you to contribute to this year’s special issue in physica status solidi (b) – basic solid state
physics, traditionally distilled from the new exciting results discussed at the International Winterschool on
Electronic Properties of Novel Materials.
To optimize the presentation and exposure of your work to the readership, the variety of submission options for
authors was extended as follows:
•
•
•
•

pss (b) is hosting the special issue with Original Papers and Feature Articles
pss (RRL) publishes Rapid Research Letters at unrivalled speed
Advanced Electronic Materials considers Review Articles, Progress Reports, Communications and Full
Papers
Articles from any other Advanced family journal of Wiley-VCH may be included only if the editorial office
at pss@wiley-vch.de is notified immediately at the point of submission and the editorial decision is
concluded in time for the special edition (essential!)

When making your choice, please bear in mind that the Advanced journals apply a very selective editorial policy
regarding novelty, relevance and significance of research results. pss (RRL) is dedicated to novel, important and
urgent results of immediate interest. Manuscripts that are too specialized for a given journal may be returned to
the authors without further external review, or offered a direct transfer to a more suitable journal. If you want to
write a review-type article, please speak to the guest editors in advance. Contributions that pass the editorial
selection and peer review process will be comprised in a single IWEPMN print special edition regardless of the
journal they appear in.
For further information we refer to the author instructions available the homepages www.pss-journals.com /
www.advelectronicmat.de → Author Guidelines (including optional Word template and LaTeX style files and the
link to online submission through Editorial Manager).
Remember to mention the special issue in your cover letter and select the appropriate topical section/category
IWEPNM: Electronic Properties of Novel Materials during online submission to your journal of choice to expedite
handling.
We look forward to receiving your contribution!
Stephanie Reich, Antonio Setaro, and Sabine Bahrs
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Further information
Original Papers for pss (b) expose original and previously unpublished work of general interest to the community.
Manuscripts do not have a strict length limit (typical lengths vary from 6 to 10 journal pages). Articles must fulfil
the standards and requirements of the journal.
Feature Articles for pss (b) (subject to guest-editor discussion) provide a survey on a current subject as a topical
review and snapshot of most recent progress and particularly relevant aspects with possibly open or
controversially discussed questions (typically 10-12 pages). Unpublished results and a focus on the author’s own
work may be included.
Rapid Research Letters for pss (RRL) must comply with the requirements of the journal (urgency, novelty,
importance, immediate interest and suitable size). A typical RRL format is approximately 3000 words and 4 figures
or tables (not page-filling), which usually corresponds to 4 journal pages in our two-column letter style.
Communications in Advanced Electronic Materials are unsolicited, peer-reviewed short reports of outstanding
novel findings that also have important and general implications for specialists working in other fields. The typical
length of a Communication is four journal pages - approximately 3000 words - and three display items.
Full Papers in Advanced Electronic Materials are unsolicited, peer-reviewed, in-depth reports of outstanding
novel findings which also have important and general implications for specialists working in other fields. A Full
Paper fills about eight journal pages (approximately 7500 words and eight display items, including figures,
schemes, and tables).
Review Articles in Advanced Electronic Materials (subject to guest-editor discussion) are peer-reviewed and give a
general overview of a particular field, providing the reader with an appreciation of the importance of the work, a
summary of recent developments, and a guide to the relevant literature. Manuscripts should be at least 19 000
words in length, divided into appropriate sections, and contain 15–20 display items.
Progress Reports in Advanced Electronic Materials (subject to guest-editor discussion) provide a critically selected
overview of recent progress in important research fields. It is not intended that the articles be comprehensive,
but rather insightful, selective, critical, opinionated, and even visionary. Manuscripts should be at least 10 000
words in length, divided into appropriate sections, and contain 5–10 display items.
Acceptance of a contribution for presentation at the meeting does not automatically include publication in the
special issue. Contributions that are judged too specialized for the readership of the journal will be returned to
the authors without further external review. All other communications are assessed by independent referees. The
main criteria for consideration are:
•
•

•
•

The importance, relevance, and novelty of the results match
those expected for a regular journal paper.
The general quality of the manuscript and the amount of
information provided is appropriate for an international
journal. Serial or incremental, pure self-referential and labreport-style work is discouraged.
Main results have not yet been published and are not under
consideration for publication elsewhere.
Please make sure not to copy more than insignificant
amounts of text from (even your own) previous publications.
All submitted manuscripts will be processed through the
iThenticate system.

Further benefits for authors include:
•
•
•
•

No page charges or publication costs for authors, free online
colour
Open access publishing under special agreements like DEAL
Wiley OnlineOpen option compliant with funder mandates
and supported by many institutions
Promotion of selected content via portals, e.g.
advancedsciencenews.com, newsletters, press releases

